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Date: April 13, 2006 
To: Membership 
From: Equity Market Performance (EMPC) and Index Market Performance Committees (IMPC) 
Re: Revisions to the Remote Market Maker (“RMM”), Designated Primary Market Maker (“DPM”), 

Electronic Designated Primary Market Maker (“e-DPM”) and Market Maker (MM) Appointment 
Cost  

 
The Market Performance Committees continuously review the competitive forces that affect our industry.  
In response to those competitive forces, the Committees have determined to lower the cost of 
appointments on CBOE, to expand the number of classes available to MMs and RMMs for trading under 
Hybrid 2.0, and to modify the MM, DPM, RMM and e-DPM seat cost calculation.  The Committees will 
implement these changes in two steps: The first revision applies to RMMs only.  For RMMs, the cost of 
class appointments will be recalculated and the RMM program will be expanded to include the most 
active 905 classes.  The second step applies to the MM, DPM and e-DPM appointment structure, which 
will be modified utilizing the same seat calculator as for RMMs.   
 
Effective Monday, May 1, 2006, the RMM program will be expanded to include the Top 905 most 
actively traded1 multiply listed, hybrid enabled option classes, including any hybrid-enabled index or ETF 
option classes that fall within that range as shown in the revised seat calculator below: 

 
Tiers 

 
Hybrid 2.0 Option Classes 

Existing Appointment 
Cost 

New Appointment 
Cost 

  A+ DIA, DJX, QQQQ, SPY .25 .25 
A Hybrid 2.0 Classes 1-60 .10 .10 
B Hybrid 2.0 Classes 61-120 .0667 .05 
C2 Hybrid 2.0 Classes 121-345 .05 .04 
D Hybrid 2.0 Classes 346-570 .04 .02 
E Hybrid 2.0 Classes 571-901 .033 .01 
F All Hybrid Classes (906-       ) N/A .01 

 
To view this seat calculator on line, please go to: 
http://www.cboe.com/publish/seatcalculator/SeatCalc010406.xls 
 
The current quarterly rebalancing of the RMM program will be based on this revised weighting system. 
The updated seat calculator along with current and future appointments will be distributed to all RMMs 
during the week of April 10th, allowing for any changes to be made before the new weights become 
effective on May 1st. 
 
Effective on or before Tuesday, August 1, 2006 (pending SEC approval), the MM appointment structure 
will be modified so that MMs may select their appointments from the top 905 classes, as do RMMs, 
according to the above seat calculator.  The calculator will be applied to all classes in a MM’s 
appointment whether or not those classes are in Tier A+ through Tier E.  MMs’ appointments to classes in 

                                                           
1 Based on national average daily volume for the most recent three months. 
2 XSP will be moved from Tier A+ to Tier C according to the revised calculator. 



Tier F will be limited, as is currently the rule, to those classes in one trading crowd.  MMs will once again 
be grandfathered in their currently appointed classes if they so desire.  Furthermore, the seat calculator 
will be applied to the existing appointments of DPMs and e-DPMs.   
 
On or before August 1, 2006, the Exchange will also assign a seat cost to non-hybrid classes.  Today, 
when a MM selects one of the thirteen non-hybrid products as his/her appointment, that MM 
systematically receives appointment access to all 13 non-hybrid products. (The indices currently not on 
hybrid include SPX, IWM, OEX, XEO, OEF, NDX, RUT, MVR, DXL, TNX, TYX, IRX and FVX.)  As 
of August 1, 2006, the following seat costs will apply:  
 

CLASS          SEAT COST    3 Mo. ADV  
SPX 1.0    346,000 
IWM 0.85    167,530 
OEX-XEO-OEF 1.0    77,000 
NDX 1.0    55,000 
RUT 0.45    17,700 
MVR 0.25    8,300 
DXL 0.01    145 
TNX-TYX-IRX-FVX 0.01    100 

 
Based on the above weightings, if a MM chooses to trade in the OEX crowd, he/she will be assessed a 
cost of 1.0 seats and will receive appointment access to the OEX, XEO and OEF option classes.  
Similarly, MMs who select TNX as part of their appointment will be assessed a cost of 0.01 seats and will 
receive appointment access to TNX, TYX, IRX and FVX.  Finally, MMs who select IWM as part of their 
appointment will be assessed a cost of 0.85 and will receive appointment access to IWM only.  Note the 
following exception:  In those instances where a MM elects to trade in a non-hybrid class that is in a 
crowd among other hybrid classes, that MM may trade in open outcry in all classes in that crowd and/or 
stream quotes into the other hybrid classes in the same crowd or elsewhere on the trading floor, so long as 
the combined cost of the non-hybrid classes and the classes the MM streams into do not exceed the value 
of the MM’s seat(s).  However, that MM may not stream into any Tier F classes except those Tier F 
classes that are in the same crowd as the non-hybrid class.  Using IWM as an example, a MM could select 
IWM as part of his/her appointment and select additional Tier F hybrid classes from the IWM crowd with 
a combined value of 0.15 seats as his/her appointment.  Or a MM could select other Tier A, B, C, D or E 
classes from across the trading floor with a combined value of 0.15 seats as part of his/her appointment. 
Please note that the weightings for non-hybrid index classes will not be rebalanced quarterly, but instead 
will be reassessed as necessary by the appropriate Exchange Committee. 
 
The above changes to the MM, DPM and e-DPM portion of the program will be implemented on or 
before August 1, 2006 due to extensive amount of system changes, as well as modifications to the rules 
with respect to the appointment process and quoting obligations of MMs, RMMs, DPMs and e-DPMs.      
 
If you have any questions regarding the changes to these programs or the revised weightings, please 
contact Daniel Hustad, Vice President of Market Quality Assurance, at (312) 786-7715, any member of 
the Market Quality Assurance Department at (312) 786-7198 or any member of the Equity or Index 
Market Performance Committee listed below. 
 
 
 EMPC       IMPC 
John Smollen, Chairman    Jonathon Flatow, Chairman 
Kenneth Mueller, Vice Chairman   Joseph Sacchetti, Vice Chairman 
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